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            Implementation of the Code 2 of 5 bar code.
            
Inheritance Hierarchy



 
SystemObject
  PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodesCodeBase
    PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodesBarCode
      PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodesThickThinBarCode
        PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodesCode2of5Interleaved
 
Namespace: PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodes
Assembly: PdfPrintingNet (in PdfPrintingNet.dll) Version: 5.2.1.0 (5.2.1.0)Syntax



 
 
C#
VB
C++
 

Copy

public class Code2of5Interleaved : ThickThinBarCode

Public Class Code2of5Interleaved
	Inherits ThickThinBarCode

public ref class Code2of5Interleaved : public ThickThinBarCode



The Code2of5Interleaved type exposes the following members.
Constructors



 
	
								 
								Name	Description
	[image: Public method]	Code2of5Interleaved	
            Initializes a new instance of Interleaved2of5.
            

	[image: Public method]	Code2of5Interleaved(String)	
            Initializes a new instance of Interleaved2of5.
            

	[image: Public method]	Code2of5Interleaved(String, XSize)	
            Initializes a new instance of Interleaved2of5.
            

	[image: Public method]	Code2of5Interleaved(String, XSize, CodeDirection)	
            Initializes a new instance of Interleaved2of5.
            


TopMethods



 
	
								 
								Name	Description
	[image: Protected method]	CheckCode	
            Checks the code to be convertible into an interleaved 2 of 5 bar code.
            
 (Overrides CodeBaseCheckCode(String).)
	[image: Public method]	Equals	Determines whether the specified Object is equal to the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: Protected method]	Finalize	Allows an Object to attempt to free resources and perform other cleanup operations before the Object is reclaimed by garbage collection.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: Public method]	GetHashCode	Serves as a hash function for a particular type. 
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: Public method]	GetType	Gets the Type of the current instance.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: Protected method]	MemberwiseClone	Creates a shallow copy of the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)
	[image: Protected method]	Render	
            Renders the bar code.
            
 (Overrides BarCodeRender(XGraphics, XBrush, XFont, XPoint).)
	[image: Public method]	ToString	Returns a String that represents the current Object.
 (Inherited from Object.)

TopProperties



 
	
								 
								Name	Description
	[image: Public property]	Anchor	
            Always MiddleCenter.
            
 (Inherited from CodeBase.)
	[image: Public property]	DataLength	
            Gets or sets the length of the data that defines the bar code.
            
 (Inherited from BarCode.)
	[image: Public property]	Direction	
            Gets or sets the drawing direction.
            
 (Inherited from CodeBase.)
	[image: Public property]	EndChar	
            Gets or sets the optional end character.
            
 (Inherited from BarCode.)
	[image: Public property]	Size	
            Gets or sets the size.
            
 (Inherited from CodeBase.)
	[image: Public property]	StartChar	
            Gets or sets the optional start character.
            
 (Inherited from BarCode.)
	[image: Public property]	Text	
            Gets or sets the text the bar code shall represent.
            
 (Inherited from CodeBase.)
	[image: Public property]	TextLocation	
            Gets or sets the location of the text next to the bar code.
            
 (Inherited from BarCode.)
	[image: Public property]	TurboBit	
            Gets or sets a value indicating whether the turbo bit is to be drawn.
            (A turbo bit is something special to Kern (computer output processing) company (as far as I know))
            
 (Inherited from BarCode.)
	[image: Public property]	WideNarrowRatio	
            Gets or sets the ration between thick an thin lines. Must be between 2 and 3.
            Optimal and also default value is 2.6.
            
 (Inherited from ThickThinBarCode.)

TopSee Also



 
Reference
PdfEdit.Drawing.BarCodes Namespace




 
